You are ready to begin your journey through the Wright Museum when you realize that you are trapped in World War II America and can’t figure out how to get back to the present! As you begin to take in American life from 1939-45, you find some puzzles that need to be solved. In order to return to the present you must solve all of the puzzles as you experience the American Homefront throughout the war years!

**Directions:** Discover the codes using the puzzles attached. The puzzles relate to the various parts of the museum.

**Home Front Gallery:**
Word Code _____________________

**Time Tunnel:**
Color Code ________________________
Date Code _________________________

**Military Gallery:**
Number Code ___________________________

**Mezzanine:**
Direction Code ____________________

Look at the map of the Pacific found in the Mezzanine of the museum. State the direction (N, S, E, or W) of the Allied advance (battle to battle), from Hawaii to Iwo Jima. *(hint: there are 6 coordinates to find as you go from one battle to the next)*